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Abstract: Flood forecasting is one of the most important thing for flood prevention. Upto 
date, there are many techniques that can be used for this work, from simple ones like linear 
regression model (AR, ARX, ARMA, etc.)  to very comlex models like hydrological and 
hydrodynamic models). Recently, Artificial Inteligent (AI) become an cleve approach for 
many field including hydrological forcasting. Shallow neuron network is one of a simplest 
algorithm of AI but it can help to get a great result of forcasting problem due to its non–
linear and automata technique. This paper present the test on applying Shallow neuron 
network for flood forcasting in Vu Gia Thu Bon river basin. The result show comparetable 
with the complex hydrological and hydraudynamic model.    
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1. Introduction 

Flood is one of the most frequent and dangerous natural disaster in Vietnam [1]. They 
can affect an area as small as a local neighborhood or community in the mountain watersheds, 
to as large as an entire river basin in the Central part of Vietnam. In the past, the first option 
to reduce the flood damage is structural measures [2] such as dikes, reservoirs, division dam, 
etc. However, due to the limit of structural scale,  budget and their truly effective function, 
they are not always the first or only option in flood management [3]. Nowaday, early warning 
system is usually designed and operated instead of/or parallell to structural measures to give 
flood forecasting services, civil protection authorities and the public adequate preparation 
time to eliminate the lost [4]. The key part of early warning system is flood forecasting. Flood 
forecasting provides the advance flow’s information (magnitude and timing) at key locations 
of a river which helps to accelarate response system to prevent flood impact on the 
community exposured to flood event [5]. Unlike several other disasters, approaching flood 
can be forecast ahead of its occurrence with advance collection of hydro–meteorological data, 
and its transformation into flood water level or flood hydrograph. Therefore, there are many 
techniques have been developed to implement the flood forecasting, ranging from the simple 
ones like correlation/coaxial diagrams between two variables and mathematical equations 
developed using regression/ multiple linear regression to the more complecated ones like 
hydrological models or hydrodynamic models [6]. These methods usually contain many kind 
of uncertainties in their results. The linear regression models has the assumption of linearity 
between the dependent variable and the independent variables which can not exist in the real 
work therefore the error of this one usually larger than other methods [7]. In the other hand, 
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hydrological models and hydrodynamic models which describe the process of transforming 
of rain water to flow rate in the river can have more accuracy results. However, they errors 
still come from many sources such as the uncertainty of meteorological forecast as their 
inputs [8]; or models’ initial conditions which are assumped in the networks of hydrodynamic 
models [9] or initial soil moisture, overland flows, intermediated flow, baseflow in the case 
of hydrological modes [10]; or the uncertainty of model parameters due to the ways of their 
estimation such as try and error method [11]. In the 4.0 era, data driven approach becomes 
more resonable ones among flood forecast techniques in which machine learning (ML) 
algorithm are the popular one. ML are known as a computer can learn to do some tasks by 
itself without giving them the instruction of how to do these tasks [12]. Therefore they can 
overcome these above uncertainties. Infact, they describe the nonlinear relation of inputs and 
outputs instead of linear ones in traditional regression model. In addition, unlike physical 
based model like hydrological/ hydrodynamic models, they can use only the historical data 
in forecasting without requiring the initial conditions and automatically estimating their 
parameters by iteratively correcting their values until the criteria’s termination matched [13]. 
This paper test a simplest algorithm of machine learning: Shallow Neuron Network (SNN) 
in the task of flood forecasting in Vu Gia Thu Bon river basin in Vietnam.    

2. Methodology and Materials  

2.1. Methodology 

In this research, Shallow Neuron Network (SNN) is exploided and applied to forecast 
the flood in Vu Gia–Thu Bon river basin. SNN is the simplest supervised learning algorithm 
of the modern machine learning technique. However, in many cases including forecasting 
problem, it gives a very good result [14]. SNN, as its name, is composed by a neuron network 
with a simple feed–forward structure. They contain only one input layer, one hidden layer 
and one output layer (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. An example structure of SNN. 

In SNN structure, each hidden neuron will receive the information from all inputs and 
transmit them to the outputs. In other word, each hidden neuron can be considered as the 
combination of 2 parts (Figure 2):   

– The first part estimates its intermediated output z using the input x, the weight w and 
the bias b. 

– The second part implements an action on z to give the final output a of the hidden 
neuron. 
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Figure 2. The structure of one hidden neuron. 

Therefore, in the mathermatic term, the hidden layer can be vectorized and writen down 
as in Eq.1: 

𝑍[ ] =  𝑊[ ] 𝑋 + 𝑏[ ]                                (1) 

𝐴[ ] =  𝜎 𝑍[ ]      

where 𝑍[ ] is the intermediated output vector of hidden layer; 𝑊[ ] is the weighted vector 
of hidden layer; 𝑏[ ] is bias vector of hidden layer; 𝐴[ ] is the final output of hidden layer as 
the active function 𝜎 of 𝑍[ ]. 

If we call 𝑍[ ] is the intermediated output of output layer, the final result of output layer 
𝑦 can be estimated as Eq. 2: 

    𝑍[ ] =  𝑊[ ] 𝐴[ ] + 𝑏[ ]                                (2) 

𝑦 = 𝐴[ ] =  𝜎 𝑍[ ]       

At the beginning, the random values of parameter set (weighted matrix and bias matrix) 
are automatically generated. Through training process, they are corrected at each iterative 
loop. The technique used for parameter correction is backpropagation. The principle of the 
backpropagation approach is modifying internal weightings of input signals to produce an 
expected output signal. The system is trained using a supervised learning method, where the 
error between the system’s output and a known expected output is presented to the system 
and used to modify its internal state [13]. 

To optimize the parameter sets, Levenberg–Marqardt algorithm was used because they 
typically require less calculated time [14]. Training automatically stops when the 
generalization stops improving, as indicated by an increase in the mean square error of the 
validation samples (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3. The training SNN’s procedure (adapted figure from [15]).  
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2.2. Materials 

Vu Gia–Thu Bon (VGTB) River basin is one of the most prominent river basins in the 
Central region of Vietnam. The total length of the river is 205 km while the total surface of 
the river basin is 10,350 km2 (Figure 4). The river runs through 3 provinces Quang Ngai, Kon 
Tum, Quang Nam and Da Nang city, starting in Truong Son mountain in the West and flow 
toward the sea into Da Nang bay in Da Nang city and at Cua Dai in Quang Nam province. 
The system consists of two main tributaries: Vu Gia river and Thu Bon river. Finally, Quang 
Hue river connects the two rivers throughout the year. The Vu Gia river consists of significant 
tributaries like Cai River, Bung River, A Vuong River, and Con River. The river basin is one 
of the most strategic and productive areas of Vietnam with an average growth rate of the 
GDP in the last 5 years of 11.8% but with an average poverty rate of 66.8%. 

 
Figure 4. Vu Gia Thu Bon River Basin. 

The main damages and disasters in the river basin are caused by tropical storms, 
flooding, drought, saline intrusion and landslide, of these, the most dangerous natural 
phenomena are storms and floods that causing the most significant damages in terms of 
human lives and property. Storms occur from May to July and October to November and 
typically associated with heavy rain leading to flooding. According to the provincial reports, 
from 1997 to 2009, the disasters due to these natural events caused 765 deaths, 63 missing 
persons and 2,403 injuries, with total property damage of over 18,000 BVND in Quang Nam 
and Da Nang city. 

This research present the evaluation of applied SNN to flood forecasting at Cam Le and 
Hoi An stations. In data driven model, data set is the most importain one decided the suscess 
of the model. Therefore the related data have been collected. After analysing the correlation 
between Cam Le and Hoi An’s flow with the surrounding location, the most affect ones are 
Nong Son, Thanh My, Ai Nghia, Giao Thuy and Son Tra. Therefore, the following time series 
are collected with their longest avalaible data set of flood events. This costly data can 
guarantee the sufficient condition for the data driven model with more than 100 past flood 
events: 
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– Discharge time series at Thanh My and Nong Son from 1978 up to 2018. 
– Water level time series at Ai Nghia, Giao Thuy, Cam Le and Hoi An from 1978 up to 

2018. 
– Water level time series at Son Tra station from 1990 up to 2018. 

3. Results and discussion 

The forecasted locations are Cam Le in Vu Gia branch and Hoi An in Thu Bon branch. 
The lag time of flood propagation along the Vu Gia river from Thanh My and Ai Nghia to 
Cam Le are around 24 and 10–12 hours, respectively. Therefore  lead time of 12 hours and 
24 hours were chosen as ones of requested lead times by MONRE [16].  

The first model (Model 1) predicts the water level at Cam Le station based on the 
information of last 12 hours discharge at Thanh My station, last 12 hours water level at Ai 
Nghia station and last 2 hours water level at Son Tra station. Because the water level at Son 
Tra can be forecast nearly 1 year in advance except the case of wave raising in the storm. In 
that case, Son Tra’s water level still can forecast 24 hours in advance with certain accuracy. 
Therefore the last 2 hours water level at Son Tra can be known in advance of 24 hours. The 
model has 1 input layer with three neurons, 1 hidden layer with 10 neurons and one output 
layer with one neuron (Equation 4). 

𝑯𝒕 𝟏𝟐
𝑪𝑳𝟏𝟐𝒉 = 𝒇(𝑸𝒕

𝑻𝑴𝟏𝟐𝒉, 𝑯𝒕
𝑨𝑵𝟏𝟐𝒉, 𝑯𝒕 𝟏𝟎

𝑺𝑻𝒓𝟐𝒉 )      (4) 

The result of model are so good. The mean square error go down expotentially through 
10 epoches and can not improve significantly after 24 epoches (Figure 5). 

The corelation coefficient R also very good (larger than 0.95) through training, testing 
and validating the model. Scater plot between the forecasted data set with the recorded ones 
locating along the fitted line in all cases (Figure 6). 

The profile of forecasted water level at Cam Le show the same good result with the 
magnitude and time at peak matching the recorded one through three big events (Figure 7). 
The error is smaller than 28 cm which is an accepted value by MONRE.  Other criteria also 
show the good values as in Table 1.  

 

 

Figure 4. Mean squared error improving through epoches. 
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Figure 5. The corelation coefficient throught learning process. 

 
Figure 6. Forecasted water level (red) by 12 hours forecasted model and recorded ones (blue) at Cam Le. 

The model of 24 hours lead time at Cam Le show similar results. It has a form as in Eq.5 
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𝑯𝒕 𝟐𝟒
𝑪𝑳𝟐𝟒𝒉 = 𝒇(𝑸𝒕

𝑻𝑴𝟐𝟒𝒉, 𝑯𝒕
𝑨𝑵𝟐𝟒𝒉, 𝑯𝒕 𝟐𝟐

𝑺𝑻𝒓𝟐𝒉 )      (5) 

One can see that, 2 inputs are past events which is known in advance, the only one need 
the forecasted value is the water level at Son Tra. However, as above analysis, Son Tra level 
can be predicted with a very high accurancy based on the tide lookup table created one year 
in advance. Therefore, we can elimimate the uncertainty of forecasted input data. The model 
find the best parameter set after 20 epoches. R values are still high in all learning phases 
(larrger than 0.94). Other criteria are good as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. forecasted criteria for flood forecast model at Cam Le station with the lead time of 12 hours 
and 24 hours. 

Hoi An station locates in downstream of Thu Bon branch. The lag time of flood 
propagation along the Thu Bon river from Nong Son and Giao Thuy to Hoi An are around 
20 – 22 hours and 7–9 hours, respectively. Therefore  lead time of 12 hours and 24 hours 
were chosen as ones of requested lead times by MONRE [16].  

The first model predicts the water level at Hoi An station based on the information of 
last 12 hours discharge at Nong Son station, last 12 hours water level at Giao Thuy station 
and last 2 hours water level at Son Tra station. The model has 1 input layer with three neurons, 
1 hidden layer with 10 neurons and one output layer with one neuron (Equation 6). 

𝑯𝒕 𝟏𝟐
𝑯𝑨𝟏𝟐𝒉 = 𝒇(𝑸𝒕

𝑵𝑺𝟏𝟐𝒉, 𝑯𝒕
𝑮𝑻𝟏𝟐𝒉, 𝑯𝒕 𝟏𝟎

𝑺𝑻𝒓𝟐𝒉 )      (6) 

The result of model are so good. The mean square error go down expotentially through 
30 epoches and can not improve significantly after 18 epoches (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 7. Mean squared error improving through epoches. 

The corelation coefficient R also very good (larger than 0.96) through training, testing 
and validating the model. Scater plot between the forecasted data set with the recorded ones 
locating along the fitted line in all cases (Figure 9). 

Model 
Sumary 

evaluation 
Acceptable 

Error   P(%) 

12 hours lead time at Cam 
Le 

good 35.75 0.36 <  0.4 0.93 >  0.9 89.31% 

24 hours lead time at Cam 
Le 

good 35.75 0.36 <  0.4 0.916 >  0.9 88.94% 


S 
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Figure 8. The corelation coefficient throught learning process. 

The profile of forecasted water level at Hoi An show the same good result (Figure 10) with 
the magnitude and time at peak matching the recorded one in three big event. The error is 
smaller than 28 cm – the accepted error.  Other criteria also show the good values as in Table 
2.  

 

Figure 9. Forecasted water level (red) by 12 hours forecasted model and recorded ones (blue) at Hoi An. 
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The model of 24 hours lead time at Hoi AN show similar results. It has a form of  

𝑯𝒕 𝟐𝟒
𝑪𝑳𝟐𝟒𝒉 = 𝒇(𝑸𝒕

𝑻𝑴𝟐𝟒𝒉, 𝑯𝒕
𝑨𝑵𝟐𝟒𝒉, 𝑯𝒕 𝟐𝟐

𝑺𝑻𝒓𝟐𝒉 )      (7) 

One can see in this kind of model, only water level at Son Tay is forecasted in 10 hour 
advance. However, as above analysis, Son Tay level can be predicted with a very high 
accurancy based on the tide lookup table created in one year in advance. Therefore, we can 
elimimate the uncertainty of forecasted input data. The model find the best parameter set after 
17 epoches. R values are still high, all learning phases have value R of 0.94. Other criteria 
are good as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. forecasted criteria for flood forecast model at Hoi An station with the lead time of 12 hours 
and 24 hours. 

4. Conclusion 

It can be seen that, neural network is an advanced approach in hydrological forecasting. 
Through the application process, some conclusions are drawn as follows: 

– SNN is very flexible in using data. One can use discharge series and water level series 
in cm to predict water level in a given location without any physical process description. It 
just needs to normalize the data into dimensionless form to have the same range of their 
values. 

– Model learning time is quite fast compared to physical based models. It takes only 
about 5–10 minutes to train the network with 1 hidden layer of 10 neurons. 

– Neuron network with only 10 neurons but it generates a quite close correlation between 
upstream flow and tidal fluctuation to control station flow. This is an advantage of the 
nonlinear data–based model compared to tranditional ones such as AR, ARMA, ARIMA or 
even physical based model in some case. 
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Model 
Sumary 

evaluation 
Acceptable 

Error   P(%) 

12 hours lead time at Hoi 
An 

good 28.60 0.26 <  0.4 0.965 >  0.9 97.52% 

24  hours lead time at Hoi 
An 

good 28.60 0.34 <  0.4 0.94 >  0.9 95.85% 


S 
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